
L A Q U A N N
photographer | designer | writer

laquanndawson.com 
laquann@laquanndawson.com
+14404522787

education
(kent state university)  

graphic design  (vcd) / fashion design

(new york university)  

creative writing / africana studies

(bushwick film festival)
filmmaking

select clients + publishings
american republic, amex, banana 

republic, black boy feelings, buko, 

brooklyn mag., brtbTV, calvin klein, 

cassius, elegant mag., get out mag. 

(cover), imirage mag., isaora, kaltblut 

mag., mobinyc, musee mag., nativeson, 

pratt uni., sashbag, slayTV, stoney 

clover lane, subvrt mag., teachers & 

writers, the tenth mag., urban word

skills
- capture one 11

- adobe suites (Ps, Id, Br, Lr, Ai, Pr)

- digital photography (canon eos 6d, 

nikon d5300, profoto lighting)

- set design, styling/garment pulling, 

team direction, talent scouting

- editorial illustration

- understanding of sewing and garment 

contruction

- flat sketching

- repeat pattern design

photographer/designer/creative director
(freelance) aug2012 - present

- lead, produce and organize creative projects. communicate with 

clients, independently market and run social media to attract 

clientele, organize photo assets, schedule shoots, maintain 

calendar and budget, execute post-production duties (retouching, 

coloring, sizing, effects, etc.) in timely manner.

visual director
(mobi) aug2018 - present

- create and produce original photo, video, graphic and 

branding content. develop, design, market, produce and execute 

organization campaigns. social media and digital content 

curator. website development and maintenance. merchandise 

design. 

associate designer
(calvin klein 205w39nyc, buko, tko) may2016 - sep2018

- communicate locally and internationally with vendors and 

clients, prep presentations, research trends, modify prototypes, 

design artwork, choose leathers/fabrics, mock up handbags, 

alter bag patterns, monitor progress of development, make 

construction and quality callouts on samples, photograph 

prototypes, resolve measurement issues, communicate with 

ready to wear to ensure cohesive collection.

assistant director/wardrobe coordinator
(harley & co - as much as i can & peloton campaign) 2018

- assistant direct, cast style and coordinate wardrobe looks for 

15 person play based in Harlem, NYC and Raleigh, NC, maintain 

flow of production, maintain wardrobe items, organize and 

coordinate meetings, schedule and payroll.

photograper ’s assistant
(eric t. white, michael sharkey, greg garry) feb2018 - sep2018

- arrange lighting, set, props, models, prepare, transport and 

maintain camera equipment, monitor and adjust camera and 

capture one settings, move quickly and gracefully.


